To put on the holster and belt
1 Slide the holster to the appropriate side of the belt.
2 With the holster on the outside of your thigh, buckle the belt
around your waist.

AL1 and AL4 Holster and Belt Instructions
The holster and belt provide you with a convenient way to carry the
CK30 Handheld Computer when you are not using it.
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3 Adjust the belt so it is snug and comfortable for you, and secure
the loose end of the belt in the J-hook.

Holster and belt: The versatility of the holster allows you to use it on your left or
right side whether or not your CK30 has a handle.

4 Buckle the leg strap around your thigh.
5 Adjust the leg strap so it is snug and comfortable for you.

The CK30 has either a wide case or a standard case, depending on
the type of internal scanner that is installed. The holster and belt are
available in two models to accommodate each case. Use the AL4
holster and belt for a wide case CK30 and the AL1 holster and belt
for a standard case CK30.
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CK30 case: This illustration shows the difference between the CK30 wide case and
the CK30 standard case.

These instructions describe how to configure and wear both the AL1
and AL4 holster and belt. Before using the holster and belt, please
read these instructions and keep them for future reference.
The holster ships ready to be worn on either side. If your CK30 has a
handle, you may want to configure the holster to more conveniently
carry the CK30. For help, see the next instructions.
To configure the holster and belt, you need this tool:
• #2 Phillips screwdriver

2 Slide the holster cup down and off of the mounting bar.
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To configure the holster for a CK30 with a handle
1 Remove the Phillips screw from the bottom of the mounting bar.
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3 The holster cup has two more mounting loops in addition to the
one that you slid off of the mounting bar in Step 2.
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Depending on whether you want to wear the holster on the right
or left, insert the mounting bar into a different mounting loop on
the holster cup.

To wear holster
on left side
To wear holster
on right side

4 Replace the screw in the bottom of the mounting bar.
To learn how to put on the holster, continue with the next set of
steps.

